
Why choose Brennan as your technology partner? 

 

For over 25 years, Brennan has been committed to making our clients’ lives easier. We do it by 
offering our customers exactly what they need: professionalism, know-how, simplicity, and the 
same passion for your business as you have. Everything about how we work at Brennan is 
optimised to ensure we keep customers happy, no matter what. 

We deliver world-class technology and strategic advisory services.  We help our customers 
transform with digital solutions that make a difference to the way they do business, with a core 
focus on cloud applications, data and analytics, and automations.  

 
Drive results with our modern data solutions  
Data, as the foundation for all advanced analytics and machine learning, is one of the most strategic 
assets a company can have. 

At Brennan, we specialise in leveraging the Microsoft Intelligent Data Platform to help organisations 
to maximise the value of their data in whatever form it exists. Our teams optimise the way data is 
managed to support all uses of data, enabling real time analytics that drive improved decisions, 
business processes and outcomes. 

We provide end-to-end lifecycle data services: from advisory and enablement, to design and 
implementation, to 24/7 support with our Virtual DBA Service. 

 

 
  

“We want to make people’s lives easier so they 
can focus on what matters to them the most.” 

Dave Stevens, Founder & Managing Director, Brennan 



Our Data & AI capabilities 
Brennan’s Data & AI services and solutions are designed to help organisations grow and 
differentiate themselves against competition. 

• Advisory Services. We work closely with you to establish a vision for data within your 
organisation, developing a strategic plan that will help you to successfully leverage data to 
create a competitive advantage and offer new services, enter new markets, or radically 
optimise existing offerings. 

• Data Platform Modernisation. We help you realise your data’s full potential with a scalable 
and flexible modern data platform. Leveraging the leading data solutions from Microsoft, 
we modernise or upgrade your existing data platform, to increase performance and cut 
operational costs. 

• Modern Data Warehouse. Traditional data warehouses alone are no longer enough for 
modern data management. Using Microsoft Azure cloud technology, we help you generate 
deeper insights. Our services include the consolidation, storage, and integration of all your 
business data into a single repository, while enabling big data and advanced data analytics 
capabilities. 

• Virtual DBA. Our award-winning, 24/7 Virtual DBA Service provides you with the flexibility 
you need – from enhancing your existing team to providing total ownership of your SQL 
Server estate. We enable you to supplement your Microsoft Data Platform and Data 
Analytics capabilities, without increasing headcount. 

• Microsoft Power BI. Power BI is a suite of cloud-based business analytics tools that bring in 
data from most major sources, to transform your company’s data into rich visuals and 
analytics. We help you to leverage Power BI to connect disparate data sources from across 
your organisation into one, central location. 

• Internet of Things. IoT technology enables companies to enrich experiences and optimise 
business practices. Our IoT capabilities enable you to distribute the intelligence of your 
applications across the cloud and the Edge. 

• Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. We help companies modernise with Azure AI 
Services, improving insight through advanced analysis, logic-based techniques, and machine 
learning. We seamlessly extend your existing data & analytics investments – quickly adding 
value with advanced analytics. 

 

Some of our Non-Profit Clients 
Brennan has over 1400 clients across varying industry sectors. Below is a snapshot of some of those 
clients in the non-profit and charities sector: 
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